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Abstract—In this paper, we consider joint congestion control and wireless-link scheduling design for TCP applications
over the Internet with ad-hoc wireless links. Differing from
the existing methods, the main idea of our approach is to
develop non-standard window-based implicit primal-dual solver
for the intended optimization problem. Then queueing delays
are employed to decompose this solver into local algorithms
that can be deployed and operated asynchronously at different
layers of network nodes. Capitalizing on this approach, we
put forth the QUIC-TCP congestion control algorithm, and a
new queueing-delay based carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
scheduling scheme. The proposed schemes can be implemented
asynchronously without message passing among network nodes.
Confined to the design space of TCP and CSMA, they are readily
deployed for practical Internet applications. Moreover, global
convergence of the proposed joint design to optimal network
equilibrium can be established using the Lyapunov method in an
idealized network fluid model. Simulation results are provided
to evaluate the proposed schemes in practical networks.
Index Terms—TCP congestion control, CSMA scheduling,
convex analysis, network fluid model, Lyapunov function.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OST of the practical network protocols were designed
based on sound yet ad-hoc heuristics. Although they
have performed reasonably well over the past decades, it
is well acknowledged that current protocols need to be redesigned or optimized for emerging wireless Internet applications. In this paper, we consider re-engineering the congestion
control and wireless-link scheduling schemes for TCP applications over the Internet with distributed multi-hop (i.e., ad-hoc)
wireless links.

M

A. Related Works
Network protocols are critical, yet difficult to understand
and optimize, since they consist of local algorithms that
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are distributed spatially and vertically, and operated asynchronously to accomplish a global goal. To this end, a
network utility maximization (NUM) paradigm was developed
to design and analyze network protocols and schemes via optimization tools [1], [2]. In the NUM framework, joint designs
across network layers are developed as the decomposition
parts of a global sub-gradient type solver for relevant network
optimization problems. In the context of joint congestion
control and scheduling schemes for wireless networks, the
queue lengths of links usually play the role of Lagrange
dual variables. Based on the queue lengths, a source-rate
controller at the transport layer decides the amount of traffic
injected into the network, and a “MaxWeight” scheduling at
the MAC layer fully exploits the wireless-link capacities [3]–
[5]. For multi-hop networks, finding the MaxWeight policy
is, in general, NP-complete [6]. A number of low-complexity
algorithms were proposed to approximate the MaxWeight
scheduling [7]–[9]. Even for these suboptimal algorithms,
distributed implementation is not trivial without the help of
message passing. Recently, a distributed carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA) algorithm was proposed for ad-hoc wireless
links in [10]–[12]. In an idealized CSMA model, it was
shown that this random access scheme can achieve maximal
throughput without message passing when all packets traverse
only one link (i.e., single-hop) before they leave the network.
With queue-length exchanges among nodes, a joint design of
congestion control and CSMA scheduling was also developed
for multi-hop wireless networks in [10].
In the queue-length based joint designs in [10] and [3]–
[5] under the classic NUM framework, congestion control is
simplified as a source-rate controller. The carefully designed
source-rate control and scheduling schemes follow a global
gradient-type iteration to solve the NUM problem. Stability/convergence of the schemes can then be readily shown,
by drawing from the standard optimization tools. Although
this approach is theoretically appealing, the resultant sourcerate controllers do not fit well into the TCP design space.
Congestion control for almost all (> 90%) Internet traffic is,
in fact, performed by the TCP in a window-control manner.
Mapping from the direct rate control to such a TCP windowcontrol implementation is non-trivial, since source rate is never
a simple, rational function of its window size, even in the
simplified network fluid model. Moreover, message passing of
queue lengths is required among the network nodes/routers to
perform the proposed rate control. Message passing not only
introduces overhead, but also undermines the scalability due
to its request of network support. As a result, the theoretically
appealing NUM schemes in [3]–[5], [10] could be difficult to
deploy in practical Internet applications.
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Since changes to Internet infrastructure take time and are
costly, network engineers and practitioners actually prefer
designs that can be used with the current infrastructure. To
optimize the TCP for wireless, new heuristics were put forth to
improve its packet-loss based additive-increase-multiplicativedecrease (AIMD) window adjustment by increasing window
size more aggressively, and/or decreasing it less drastically
in HSTCP and STCP [13], [14]. A number of schemes were
also developed to make TCP more resilient, by distinguishing
between packet loss due to congestion and that due to wirelesslink errors in ATCP, TCP-Veno, TCP-Westwood and TCPJersey [15]–[17]. Recently, it was increasingly recognized
that using packet loss as a congestion measure is insufficient
for TCP to perform a stable and efficient congestion control. This motivates the TCP-Vegas, TCP-Westwood, TCPVeno, and TCP-Jersey that employ (in part) queueing-delay
based solutions for congestion control [15], [17]–[21]. Simulations/experiments were used to evaluate these heuristic
schemes; yet, they lack systematic design procedures and
analytical performance guarantees.
Inspired by the delay based TCP schemes, the Mo-Walrand
scheme and FAST-TCP leveraged the practical TCP congestion control to the NUM paradigm [22], [23]. In these
schemes, queueing delays (instead of queue lengths) were used
to play the role of congestion measures and Lagrange multipliers. Then it was shown that the proposed TCP windowcontrol mechanisms amount to implicit updates of source
rates as “primal variables” and queueing delays as “Lagrange
dual variables” to solve the target NUM problems from
an optimization-theoretic perspective. Stability/convergence
of the proposed schemes was either analytically established
using a Lyapunov method [22], or demonstrated by extensive
simulations and experiments [23], for wired networks.
B. Contributions of the Paper
To overcome the limitations of existing approaches, we propose a novel design-space oriented cross-layer optimization
paradigm. Different from the classic NUM paradigm [3]–
[5], [10], we extend the Mo-Walrand approach [22] to develop non-standard window-based implicit primal-dual solver
solvers to accommodate the TCP design space. Queueing
delays are then employed to decompose these solvers into
local algorithms that can be deployed and operated asynchronously at different layers of distributed network nodes.
Unlike the classic gradient-type algorithms, there is no general
method available for the design and analysis of these nonstandard solvers in the optimization textbooks. Interestingly,
we established the existence of such solvers in our recent
work [24]. Generalizing the Mo-Walrand scheme, we constructed a class of window-based QUIC-TCP algorithms for
congestion control. For the Internet with centralized wireless
links, it was shown that QUIC-TCP and a queueing-delay
based MaxWeight-type wireless-link scheduler can constitute
implicit primal-dual solvers for NUM problems in the network
fluid model.
The MaxWeight scheduling in [24] requires centralized
implementation, and it is efficient only for cellular (e.g.,
WiMax or UMTS HSDPA) wireless networks. This limits the
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applicability of the proposed schemes, since many emerging
mobile devices access the Internet through ad-hoc wireless
links enabled by (for example) WiFi, ZigBee, or MiWi networks, where CSMA is employed to allow random access,
for greater flexibility and freedom. To fill this need, the
present paper generalizes our approach to joint optimization of
TCP congestion control and distributed CSMA scheduling for
Internet traffic over (IEEE 802.11, 802.15.4, or 1451) ad-hoc
networks. Building on the window-based primal-dual solution
concept, we adopt the QUIC-TCP for congestion control. For
distributed scheduling of wireless links, we incorporate the
elegant principles in [10] to propose a new CSMA algorithm,
where each link-transmitter employs its queueing delay to
properly control its back-off time to randomly access the
shared wireless channel. Development of the proposed algorithms is beyond simple, heuristic generalization and combination of the existing approaches. In particular, we reveal
that the proposed CSMA scheduling can be “glued” with
the QUIC-TCP algorithm to constitute an implicit primaldual solver for an intended optimization problem. Relying
on the Lyapunov argument, global convergence of this joint
design to the optimal network equilibrium can be proven
for the idealized CSMA implementation in the network fluid
model. The design and analysis of the proposed designspace oriented cross-layer optimization are challenging, and
fundamentally different from the classic NUM approach. As
a return, we show that the engineering heuristics building on
the proposed designs can lead to practical schemes that can be
implemented asynchronously without message passing among
nodes. Confined to the design space of TCP and CSMA, they
are readily deployed for practical networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the network models, problem formulation, and classic NUM solutions. Relying on the proposed novel approach,
development and analysis of joint TCP and CSMA designs are
presented in Section III. Section IV contains simulation results
to demonstrate the merits of the proposed schemes, followed
by the conclusion.
II. N ETWORK M ODELING , P ROBLEM F ORMULATION , AND
E XISTING S OLUTION
Consider the Internet with a wired backbone and a CSMA
wireless network in Fig. 1(a). The wireless network can consist of several (separated) CSMA-based (IEEE 802.11 WiFi,
802.15.4 ZigBee, or 1451 sensor) sub-networks without loss
of generality. A logical link is a transmitter-receiver pair. The
set of links L = Lf ∪ Lw is composed of a wired set Lf and
a wireless set Lw . Any wired link l ∈ Lf is assumed to have
a constant and independent capacity cl . When interference is
absent, a wireless link l ∈ Lw has an ergodic capacity bl . The
interference among wireless links is modeled by a conflict
graph G, with vertices being all wireless links. Two links
interfere if, and only if, there is an edge between them in
G; see an example in Fig. 1(b).
For a given G, we can find a total of I + 1 independent
sets (ISs) i = 0, . . . , I, where each IS contains a set of noninterfering links that are allowed to be simultaneously active.
Denote the ith IS by a boolean vector ri where the lth element
of r i , rli = 1, if link l is in the set, and rli = 0, otherwise.
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 WiredInternet
Backbone

With the stationary distribution
(1), the probability for link l
I
being active is clearly: i=0 [rli Pr(r i ; ρ)]; thus the “effective”
capacity of link l is:

Link1
Link2

Rl = bl

Link3

(b)

(a)

I


[rli Pr(ri ; ρ)].

i=0
(1,0,0)

B. Problem Formulation
(1,0,1)

(0,0,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,0,1)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Example: (a) Internet with a wired backbone and CSMA networks. (b)
Conflict graph G for three wireless links. (c) IS vectors r i , i = 0, 1, . . . , 4.
(d) CSMA Markov chain.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), there always exists an 0th IS, r 0 with
rl0 = 0, ∀l ∈ Lw (i.e., no link is active), and the |Lw | ISs,
r i = ei , where ei denotes a standard basis vector with only
the ith element set to 1, and all other elements equal to 0 (i.e.,
only link i is active).
A. Idealized CSMA Protocol
For completeness, we review an idealized model of CSMA
due to [25], which was widely adopted by [10], [12], [26]. In
this model, the carrier-sensing time is assumed to be negligible. If the transmitter of a link l senses the transmissions of any
other links, it remains silent. When none of its interfering links
are sensed to be active, the transmitter then independently
backs off (i.e., waits) for a random period of time that is
continuously distributed with mean 1/al before transmitting.
Due to the negligible sensing time and continuous distribution
of back-off times, the probability for two interfering links
to transmit at the same time is zero; i.e., the collisions can
be avoided. With such an idealized CSMA, the transmission
status of wireless links form a continuous-time Markov chain,
where each state can be described by an IS vector r i (since
simultaneous transmission of interfering links never occurs);
see Fig. 1(d).
In the CSMA Markov chain, if link l in a state r i is
not active (rli = 0), and all of its interfering links are not
active either, then state ri transits to a new state r i + el
with rate al ; i.e., its lth element changes from 0 to 1, while
all other elements remain unchanged. Since link l has an
ergodic capacity bl (i.e., service time 1/bl ), the state r i + el
transits back to ri with rate bl . Define the “transmission
aggressiveness” (TA) ρl = log(al /bl ). For a given positive
vector ρ := {ρl , ∀l ∈ Lw }, the stationary distribution of the
feasible states ri , i = 0, . . . , I, is given by [10], [26]:

exp( l∈Lw ρl rli )
i
.
(1)
Pr(r ; ρ) = 

j
j exp(
l∈Lw ρl rl )
In fact, it can be easily checked from (1) that:
Pr(r i + el ; ρ)
al
= exp(ρl ) = ,
i
Pr(r ; ρ)
bl
which is exactly the balance equation between any two feasible
states r i and r i + el . This confirms that (1) is invariant, and
a steady distribution of the CSMA Markov chain.

Suppose that the network is shared by a set of unicast flows,
identified by their sources s ∈ S. With a given routing table,
each flow s may go through multiple wired and wireless links.
Let L(s) ⊆ L be the set of links that source s uses, and
S(l) ⊆ S be he set of sources that use link l.
Let xs denote the sending rate of source s. For congestion
control, consider a weighted proportionally-fair utility function
ps log xs for each flow, as in the TCP Vegas and FAST TCP
[18], [23]. With a constant weight vector p := {ps , ∀s},
it
 was shown that the maximization of aggregate utility
s∈S ps log xs can lead to an efficient and fair network equilibrium that does not penalize the flows with large propagation
delays [22], [27]. Note that the proportionally-fair function is
selected for elaboration purposes only; our approach can apply
to general concave utility functions [24].
For the CSMA wireless network, the scheduling policy is to
control the random back-off time of each link in order to attain
high “effective link-capacities.” In the idealized CSMA model,
let u := {ui , i = 0, . . . , I} denote the stationary distribution
of feasible states ri . It was shown that maximization
of the

(concave) information entropy of u, i.e., − Ii=0 ui log ui ,
facilitates the development of “throughput optimal” distributed
CSMA scheduling schemes [10]. For a joint design of congestion control and CSMA scheduling, we then consider the
following network optimization subject to (s. t.) link capacity
constraints:
max
x, u

s. t.



ps log xs −

ui log ui

i=0

s∈S



I


xs ≤ cl , ∀l ∈ Lf

s∈S(l)


s∈S(l)

xs ≤ bl

I


(2)
(ui rli ),

∀l ∈ Lw

i=0

xs ≥ 0, ∀s, 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1, ∀i,

I


ui = 1.

i=0

Compared to classic NUM formulation, the objective contains
the entropy of u in addition to the aggregate utility of source
rates. Since the entropy is bounded by log(I + 1), the solution
of (2) has, at most, a constant optimality gap log(I + 1)
with classic NUM solutions [10], [12]. This gap can be made
(arbitrarily) relatively small when (very) large weights ps are
used for the utility functions.
Different from [10], here we consider a hybrid wiredwireless network, and assume that the interference-free capacity bl can be different, since adaptive modulation-codings are
employed in practical (e.g., in IEEE 802.11) CSMA networks
to support different rates over links with different channel
qualities. More importantly, our formulation (2) is a link-based
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one, as in [3], [5], [23], whereas [10] adopted a node-based
formulation as with [4], [6]. Node-based formulation could
facilitate the celebrated “queue-backpressure” type dynamic
multi-path routing algorithm, at the expense of requiring each
link transmitter to maintain separate queues per flow. The linkbased one (2) only assumes that each transmitter has a single
queue for all incoming traffic; it is more efficient from the
implementation viewpoint, for the Internet is currently not
supporting multi-path routing.

C. Classic Solution with the Help of Message Passing
With a node-based formulation, a queue-length based congestion control and “queue-backpressure” based scheduling
scheme for CSMA wireless networks was developed in [10]. In
a similar spirit, we now derive a queue-length based solution
for the link-based formulation (2). It is easy to see that
(2) is a convex optimization. Let λ := {λl , ∀l} denote the
Lagrange multipliers for the link capacity constraints. The
(partial) Lagrangian function of (2) is:
  


ps log xs −
λl
xs − cl
L(λ; x, u) =
−



s

ui log ui −

i



=

l∈Lf

+

λl cl +







l∈Lf

l∈Lw

λl

s∈S(l)

 

xs − bl

s∈S(l)




(ui rli )

i

(ps log xs − λ xs )
s



−ui log ui + ui
λl bl rli

i

l∈Lw



where we define λs := l∈L(s) λl .
For convex program (2), its optimal solution {x∗ , u∗ } and
the optimal dual λ∗ must satisfy the well-known KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [28]:

ps
= λs ∗ :=
λ∗l , ∀s ∈ S
(3)
∗
xs
l∈L(s)
 

λ∗l
x∗s − cl = 0,
x∗s ≤ cl , ∀l ∈ Lf
(4)
s∈S(l)

λ∗l

 

x∗s − bl

s∈S(l)



s∈S(l)

u∗i

x∗s ≤ bl





s∈S(l)

[u∗i rli ]

= 0, ∀l ∈ Lw

(5)

i

[u∗i rli ], ∀l ∈ Lw

(6)

i


exp( l∈Lw (λ∗l bl rli ))
=
, ∀i.

j
∗
j exp(
l∈Lw (λl bl rl ))

by the sub-gradient descent iterations:
+

  ∗
xs (λ[t]) − cl
,
λl [t + 1] = λl [t] + 

(7)

The optimal {x∗ , u∗ , λ∗ } satisfying (3)–(7) can be obtained
by classic (sub-)gradient based dual iterations. For a given λ,
the dual-optimal source rate is clearly x∗s (λ) = ps /λs , ∀s. It
can also be shown from the optimality condition that, ∀i,

exp( l∈Lw (λl bl rli ))
.
(8)
u∗i (λ) = 

j
j exp( l∈Lw (λl bl rl ))
Given x∗s (λ) and u∗i (λ), the dual problem of (2) can be solved

∀l ∈ Lf ,

s∈S(l)



  ∗
+
λl [t + 1] = λl [t] + 
xs (λ[t]) − bl
[u∗i (λ[t])rli ]
,
i

s∈S(l)

∀l ∈ Lw
(9)
where t is the iteration index,  is a stepsize, and [x]+ :=
max(0, x). Convergence of (9) to the optimal λ∗ is guaranteed
from any initial λ[0] [28]. Due to the zero duality gap, the
corresponding x∗s (λ∗ ) and u∗i (λ∗ ) yield the optimal solutions
for the primal problem (2). Based on this sub-gradient method,
a joint congestion control and CSMA scheduling can be
devised as follows.
Comparing (8) with (1), we find that the distribution
u∗i (λ) corresponds to the steady state distribution of the
idealized CSMA network with the TA of each link set to
ρ
l ≡ λl bl . On the other hand, with the aggregate

 ∗ arrivali rate
∗
s∈S(l) xs (λ[t]) and service rate cl or bl
i [ui (λ[t])rl ] for
each link, the sub-gradient iteration in (9) can be seen as an
evolution of the scaled queue lengths Ql :
λl [t + 1] ≡ Ql [t + 1] =
⎧ 
+
  ∗
xs (Q[t]) − cl
, ∀l ∈ Lf ,
⎪
⎨ Ql [t] +
s∈S(l)

+
  ∗

⎪
xs (Q[t]) − bl [u∗i (Q[t])ξli
, ∀l ∈ Lw
⎩ Ql [t] +
s∈S(l)

s
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Based on the latter, we can have the following congestion
control and CSMA scheduling schemes:
• Congestion control: In the update-period t per flow s, the
source sets its rate xs [t] =   ps Ql [t] .
l∈L(s)
• CSMA scheduling: In the update-period t per wireless
link, the link-transmitter sets its TA as ρl [t] = bl Ql [t],
or equivalently, sets the mean of its random back-off
time as e−bl Ql [t] /b
l , such that the effective link capacity
becomes Rl = bl i [u∗i (Q[t])rli ].
These schemes, together with the queue evolution Ql [t], then
follow the sub-gradient approach (9) to solve (2). Note that
the steady state distribution u∗i (Q[t])ξli can be produced by
the CSMA strategy based on local queue length, Ql per link
over a sufficiently long time, without centralized coordination
and any message passing from neighbors [10], [12]; hence,
the CSMA scheduling here is implemented in a truly distributed manner. However, the congestion controller at each
source node
 requires message passing of the (aggregate) queue
lengths
l∈L(s) Ql along the flow route from intermediate
nodes.
For both node-based solutions here and link-based schemes
[10] under the classic NUM framework, it can be shown
that one-hop message passing of queue lengths of all active
links is required. Recall that, in order to perform the queuebackpressure schemes in link-based solutions, each node needs
to maintain separate queues for each flow through it. Suppose
that each active link is used by N ≥ 1 flows on average.
Then, the node-based schemes in [10] need to maintain N
times more queues, and incur N times more message passing
overheads, than the link-based solution here. Nevertheless, in
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both link- and node-based solutions, the congestion control
is implemented by a source-rate controller (instead of TCP
window-control), and explicit message passing from the network is required. As a result, they are difficult to operate over
the current Internet infrastructure.
III. J OINT C ONGESTION C ONTROL AND CSMA
S CHEDULING WITHOUT M ESSAGE PASSING
To overcome the limitations of classic NUM solutions, we
next rely on a new design-spaced oriented approach to develop
jointly optimal, yet readily deployable, TCP congestion control and CSMA scheduling for (2). In the proposed integral
design and analysis process, we first consider an idealized
CSMA protocol and a fluid model of network, where packets
are infinitely divisible and small.
In this idealized network fluid model, let w := {ws , ∀s}
collect the window sizes for all sources s ∈ S, q := {ql , ∀l}
collect the round-trip queueing delays for all links l ∈ L, and
d := {ds , ∀s} collect the fixed round-trip propagation (plus
processing) delays for all sources. For the CSMA wireless
network, let R := {Rl , ∀l ∈ Lw } denote the effective capacity
vector for wireless links under the given scheduling
strategy.
Upon defining the aggregate queueing delays q s := l∈L(s) ql
along the flow routes, we have the following relationships for
xs , ws , and ql [22]:
xs (ds + q s ) = ws , ∀s ∈ S
 

xs − cl = 0,
xs ≤ cl , ∀l ∈ Lf
ql
s∈S(l)

ql

 

(10)
(11)

s∈S(l)

xs − Rl

= 0,

s∈S(l)



xs ≤ Rl , ∀l ∈ Lw (12)

s∈S(l)

where (10) simply follows from that the source rate xs is
equal to the window size ws divided by the total round-trip
delay ds + q s , (11) and (12) are implied by the link capacity
constraints, and the fact that if the aggregate rate through a
link l is less than its capacity cl or Rl , then the queueing
delay at this link is equal to zero since packets are infinitely
divisible and small.
A. Joint Design in Network Fluid Model
We next propose a joint TCP congestion control and CSMA
scheduling design in the (simplified) fluid model. Comparing
the fluid model identities (11)–(12) with the KKT conditions
(4)–(5), we find that the queueing delay ql in the fluid model
can play a similar role of Lagrange multiplier λl associated
with the link capacity constraints in (2). Then, implied by
(7), we propose a CSMA scheduling strategy, where each link
actually employs the queueing delay to set its TA as ρl = bl ql ,
such that the resultant steady state distribution is [cf. (1) and
(8)]:

exp( l∈Lw bl ql rli )
i
∗
(13)
Pr(r ) = 

j = ui (q),
j exp(
l∈Lw bl ql rl )
and the effective link capacities are:

Rl = bl
[u∗i (q)rli ], ∀l ∈ Lw .
i

On the other hand, in the TCP congestion control, each
flow source adjusts its transmission window size (i.e., the
maximum amount of outstanding packets that it can send to the
network) to prevent network congestion according to a locally
observable congestion measure. Using delay as the congestion
measure, we consider adopting the QUIC-TCP algorithm [24]
to adjust the window size per flow s. Denote the (local) total
round-trip delay of flow s as d¯s := ds + q s . With xs = ws /d¯s
from (10), define vs := ws − xs ds − ps . Parameterized by a
constant ρ ∈ [0, 1], QUIC-TCP entails a class of end-to-end
algorithms with window adjustment following the ordinary
differential equations (κ is a positive constant):
d
ds
ws (t) = −κ ¯ ws−2ρ+1 vs ,
dt
ds

(15)

This class of algorithms specializes to the Mo-Walrand’s
d
ws (t) = −κ d̄dss wvss as ρ = 1. With ρ = 1/2, the
scheme [22]: dt
d
proposed window update becomes dt
ws (t) = −κ dd¯ss vs , which
d
is similar to that in FAST-TCP [23]: dt
ws (t) = −κvs .
The proposed joint design adjusts the TCP window size ws
and the CSMA TA ρl , in order to control the source-rate x,
wireless-link capacity R, and queueing delay q. The goal of
the proposed network control is to drive the network operating
point towards a desired equilibrium that yields the optimal
solution for (2).
B. Optimality and Convergence Analysis
Define v := {vs , ∀s}. In an equilibrium of window update
(15), we clearly have vs = 0, ∀s; i.e., v = 0. Let w ∗ denote
the window-size vector with this equilibrium, and let x∗ , u∗ ,
and q ∗ be the corresponding source-rate, CSMA stationary
distribution, and queueing-delay vectors. By showing that x∗ ,
u∗ and q ∗ satisfy the KKT conditions (3)–(7) under the
proposed joint design, we can rigorously establish:
Theorem 1: For the proposed joint congestion control and
CSMA scheduling scheme, there is a unique window size
vector w∗ such that v = 0, and the corresponding rate vector
x∗ and CSMA steady distribution u∗ are the optimal ones for
(2).
Proof: See Appendix A.
Theorem 1 states that the unique equilibrium of the proposed joint window adjustment and CSMA scheduling scheme
leads to the optimal x∗ and u∗ for (2). Based on local
observations without message passing, the proposed scheme
aims to entail an implicit primal-dual update of {x, u, q}
towards the optimal equilibrium that solves (2). Different from
the prior queue-length based NUM solutions, the proposed
scheme fits well into the design space of the Internet protocols.
Also different from the heuristic schemes, we next show the
global convergence of the proposed scheme to its optimal
equilibrium from any initial state.
For convenience, rewrite the problem (2) as:


ps log xs −
ui log ui
max
x, u

s. t.
(14)

∀s.

s

Af x ≤ c,

i

Aw x ≤ R,

xs ≥ 0, ∀s, 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1, ∀i,


i

(16)
ui = 1.
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where
 c := {cl , ∀l ∈ Lf }, R := {Rl , ∀l ∈ Lw } with Rl =
bl i (ui rli ), and the routing matrix A := [ATf , ATw ]T with
its (l, s)th entry Als = 1 if s ∈ S(l), and Als = 0 otherwise.
Consider the idealized network fluid model. In the proposed
CSMA scheduling scheme, the queueing delays ql of wireless
links are employed for random access to result in the link
capacities Rl in (14). Let q w := {ql , ∀l ∈ Lw }, and J R|qw :=
l
{ ∂R
∂qn , ∀l, n} denotes the Jacobian matrix of vector R with
respect to vector q w . Then we can establish the following
lemma:
Lemma 1: With the proposed CSMA scheduling strategy, the
Jacobian matrix J R|qw is positive definite for any queueing
delay vector q w > 0.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Lemma 1 shows that, when queueing delays are used to set
the TA of links in an idealized CSMA, the wireless links are
coupled in a “desired” manner such that J R|qw is positive
definite. Using this nice property, we can then show the
following global stability result:
Theorem 2: The unique equilibrium v = 0 of the proposed
joint QUIC-TCP congestion control and CSMA scheduling
scheme is globally asymptotically stable for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1;
i.e., the proposed scheme globally converges to its unique
equilibrium that yields the optimal solution for (2).
Proof: See Appendix C.
The proof for Theorem 2 is based on the Lyapunov method.
Relying on the positive definiteness of J R|qw under the
proposed CSMA scheduling per Lemma
 1, we show that
a quadratic function Y (w) = (1/2) s∈S (vs /(ws )ρ )2 is a
Lyapunov function for (15); consequently, global convergence
of the proposed schemes to its unique equilibrium readily
follows.
Remark 1: Theorem 2 is a generalization of [22, Theorem
5], which holds only for the QUIC-TCP with ρ = 1 (i.e. MoWalrand scheme) in wired networks. Here, the theorem holds
for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and it proves the existence of jointly optimal
TCP congestion control and CSMA scheduling schemes, without explicit message passing. A key for the generalization is
that queueing delays are employed to play the role of Lagrange
multipliers to integrate the elegant CSMA approach [10] into
our window-based cross-layer optimization framework. Using
the queueing delays (instead of queue lengths in [10]) to set
the random backoff, the proposed CSMA scheduling can be
then “glued” with the QUIC-TCP algorithm to constitute an
implicit primal-dual solver for the intended NUM problem.
Specifically, we are able to show the novel positive definite
J R|qw result in Lemma 1. Relying on this result, convergence
analysis in [22] for wired networks can be then generalized
to prove global convergence of the proposed QUIC-TCP and
queueing-delay based CSMA scheduling for Internet with
wired and ad-hoc wireless links.
Remark 2: Note that our approach, in fact, hinges on the tight
integration of theory and design, where analysis is actually
done at the design time, not after. Specifically, we perform
a Lyapunov function based stability analysis during the development of the non-standard window-based implicit solver
in the network fluid model. With queueing delays playing the
role of Lagrange multipliers, we rely on the KKT conditions
to identify the desired equilibrium of the proposed solver
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and, subsequently, propose a quadratic candidate function
d
Y (w(t)), we
Y (w). By checking the first time-derivative dt
derive the QUIC-TCP window-update (15) and queueingdelay based CSMA scheduling (13) as the sufficient and
necessary conditions to render Y (w) a Lyapunov function
for the desired equilibrium. Global convergence of (15) and
(13) to the optimal operating point is then established via
the Lyapunov argument. This design and analysis process
is fundamentally different from that in the classic NUM
framework. The approach is an attempt to leverage the network
optimization theory to practical Internet designs.
C. Development of Practical Schemes
Using the insights provided by the joint design in the
network fluid model, we next develop the congestion control
and CSMA scheduling schemes for practical TCP and IEEE
802.11 protocol.
Congestion control: The QUIC-TCP congestion control was
specified in [24], which we briefly repeat here for completeness. Implementation of the QUIC-TCP window update (15)
requires the estimations of the propagation (plus processing)
delay ds and total round-trip delay d¯s per flow s. To this end,
let each flow source s compute the round-trip-time (RTT),
RT Ts , of the acknowledged packet, whenever an in-order
acknowledge (ACK) is received. Using RT Ts , the source s
updates a variable BaseRT Ts as the minimum RTT observed
so far, to approximate ds [23]. Given the current RT Ts,
the source s also updates the average total round-trip delay
AvgRT Ts via a low-pass filter (e.g., AvgRT Ts ← 255
256 ×
1
AvgRT Ts + 256
× RT Ts ) to estimate d¯s .
Note that vs = ws − xs ds − ps = ws − wd̄ss ds − ps . With
BaseRT Ts and AvgRT Ts playing the role of ds and d¯s ,
respectively, flow source s then adjusts the window size ws
[cf. (15)]:
BaseRT Ts −2ρ+1
BaseRT Ts
w
(ws −
ws − ps )
AvgRT Ts s
AvgRT Ts
(17)
where κ is a stepsize. When an in-order ACK is not received,
the slow start and/or fast recovery schemes in standard TCP
are preserved to deal with transmission time-outs or duplicate
ACKs.
CSMA scheduling: In the proposed CSMA scheduling strategy (at link-layer), each wireless link transmitter employs
the queueing delay to set its TA. To estimate its queueing
delay, let each wireless transmitter node read its queue length
QueLENl [t], and calculate the average rate AveRl [t] using a
similar low-pass filter at an update time t. Implied by Little’s
law, the average queueing delay is given by the ratio of
average queue length and average rate. Based on the fluid
l [t]
limit argument [29], the “stochastic” delay QueLEN
AveRl [t] , i.e.,
current queue length QueLENl [t] divided by the average
rate AveRl [t], could play the role of average delay ql in the
deterministic fluid model. Supposing that the interference-free
ergodic capacity bl is known (e.g., informed by a bandwidth
estimator at the physical layer), we then propose that the
transmitter of link l sets its TA as:
QueLENl [t]
,
(18)
ρl [t] = bl
AveRl [t]
ws ← ws − κ
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or equivalently, it sets the mean of its backoff time as
l [t]
exp(−bl QueLEN
AveRl [t] )/bl , to randomly access the channel.
In the IEEE 802.11 CSMA protocol, after a successful transmission without collisions, the wireless transmitter resets its
contention window size to a predetermined value CWmin , and
randomly selects an integer c from {0, 1, . . . , CWmin − 1}. If
the channel is sensed idle, the transmitter then backs off a time
of cTslot before the next transmission, where Tslot is a predefined minslot duration. In this case, the mean backoff time
−1
is CWmin
Tslot . To incorporate the proposed strategy, we let
2
the transmitter of link l set its own contention window size
l [t]
to 2 exp(−bl QueLEN
AveRl [t] )/(bl Tslot ) + 1 (instead of CWmin )
after a successful transmission, and perform aforementioned
random backoff such that the mean backoff time becomes
l [t]
exp(−bl QueLEN
AveRl [t] )/bl . Except for this modification, all other
components of IEEE 802.11 CSMA, including the binary
exponential backoff (BEB) scheme and maximum window size
value CWmax upon packet collisions, are preserved.
Remark 3: Clearly, the proposed congestion control and
scheduling schemes are confined to the design space of TCP
and CSMA protocols. While the congestion controller (17)
preserves the distributed end-to-end window-control mechanism of TCP, the CSMA random back-off strategy (18) can
be performed in a truly distributed manner, without message
passing. They can be implemented in an asynchronous manner,
and can be readily deployed with the current (layered) Internet
infrastructure. In addition, as they are designed based on the
fluid-model counterparts that are provably optimal for (2), high
performance can be expected for these schemes.
Note that, although the global convergence/optimaility result in Theorem 2 relies on the idealized CSMA model in
[10], [12], [25], [26], the proposed schemes (17) and (18) can
be readily operated over practical networks, where not only
non-zero carrier-sensing time and discrete back-off periods are
used for CSMA implementation (thus packet collisions exist),
but stochastic network dynamics and feedback delays are also
present.
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TCP connections are established in the network to carry
four FTP flows. The source nodes for the flows are W0 ,
W1 , W2 , and W3 , while the corresponding destination (i.e.,
sink) nodes are N15 , N12 , N3 , and N6 , respectively. The
routing between each source and its sink is determined by the
default Dijkstra’s algorithm-based static routing protocol for
the wired backbone, and the destination-sequenced distancevector (DSDV) protocol for ad-hoc wireless links.

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we first use Matlab simulations to validate
the proposed algorithms in the idealized network fluid model,
and then rely on ns-2 simulations to test the proposed QUICTCP and CSMA schemes under a realistic network environment in the presence of stochastic dynamics, packet collisions,
and feedback delays.
A. Simulation Network Topology
The simulation network consists of six fixed computer
nodes (W0 –W5 ), an access point (AP), and fifteen wireless
nodes (N1 –N15 ), as shown in Fig. 2. The fixed nodes constitute
the wired Internet backbone. Wired links between fixed nodes
have the same capacity, 1 MHz, and the same propagation
delay, 5 ms. The wireless nodes and the AP are arranged in
a grid, consisting of a multi-hop wireless local area network
with a shared bandwidth of 1 MHz. The distance between
two adjacent nodes (horizontally or vertically) is 150 m,
and the propagation times are assumed to be negligible. The
transmission range of each wireless node is 250 m. Four

B. Matlab Simulations
Consider the idealized network fluid model. The proposed
window-control algorithm (15) is implemented at the source
nodes, and the queueing-delay based CSMA scheduling (13) is
performed at the wireless nodes. Fig. 3 shows the source rate
evolutions of the four flows for the QUIC-TCP algorithms with
ρ = 0, 0.5, 1. The optimal source rates obtained by solving (2)
via standard sub-gradient iteration are also presented as the
benchmark. It is clearly seen that all QUIC-TCP algorithms
converge to the optimal equilibrium, showing the correctness
of the proposed algorithms.
C. NS-2 Simulations
Consider again the network in Fig. 2 with four FTP flows.
Relying on (17), we modify the ns-2 module of FAST-TCP to
produce a QUIC-TCP agent. The standard IEEE 802.11b MAC
module in the ns-2 is modified to incorporate the proposed
strategy (18), and it is then used to simulate a CSMA network
with a bandwidth of 20 MHz.
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All of the four FTP flows start at 0 sec, and end at 3000
sec. The packet size for FTP flows is 200 bytes, buffer sizes
of fixed nodes, AP and wireless nodes are 2000 packets, and
ps of each flow is set to 200 packets. With the proposed
CSMA algorithm performed at the wireless nodes, we test
TCP-Reno, TCP-Vegas, FAST-TCP and the proposed QUICTCP with ρ = 0.5, in the presence of feedback delays and
packet collisions. The stepsize for window updates in both
FAST- and QUIC-TCP is set to κ = 1.5. Fig. 4 depicts
the evolutions of window sizes and source rates of the TCP
schemes. It is shown that the proposed QUIC-TCP converges
to the equilibrium point quickly and stably. This is because
the congestion window in QUIC-TCP is adjusted aggressively
when it is far away from the optimal point, and the pace of
updating is slowed down around the equilibrium; see (17).
As a result, the average throughputs for flows ftp0, ftp1,
ftp2, and ftp3 are 2.22, 6.24, 3.21, and 5.15 packets/ms,
respectively. The FAST-TCP also converges well, although its
global convergence was not proven, and it behaves similarly
to the QUIC-TCP with ρ = 0.5, as expected. The average
throughputs for the flows are 2.21, 6.24, 3.21, and 5.13
packets/ms, slightly smaller than those with QUIC-TCP.1 The
TCP-Vegas approaches the equilibrium points slowly. With
the lower and upper bounds set to 200 and 203 packets,
TCP-Vegas compares the current queue size with these two
thresholds, and increases or decreases the congestion window
accordingly. The adjustment is made linearly, even if the
equilibrium is far away; thus the convergence is slow. Due
to its slow convergence, the average flow throughputs become
2.27, 5.99, 2.81, and 3.66 packets/ms, which amounts to a
1 Note that here the ns-2 module of QUIC-TCP is simply modified from
that of FAST-TCP. A re-engineering of QUIC-TCP based on its specifications
may yield a better performance.

12.4% loss in aggregate throughput when compared to QUICTCP. Different from other TCPs, TCP-Reno uses the packet
loss as a congestion measure, and implements an AIMD
window adjustment. This algorithm increases the window
size linearly to probe for available bandwidth until packet
loss occurs. Upon packet loss, it halves the window size to
relieve the congestion. Due to this AIMD scheme, TCP-Reno
exhibits “sawtooth-like” oscillations in window adjustments
and resultant source rates. In addition to the oscillations,
the average flow throughputs are 2.66, 6.22, 1.91, and 2.75
packets/ms, a 19.5% loss in total throughput, as compared to
QUIC-TCP. Also note that TCP-Reno penalizes the flows ftp2
and ftp3 with large propagation delays, leading to an unfair
resource allocation among the flows.
We next evaluate the TCP performance under different
CSMA schedulers. Besides the proposed queueing-delay based
one (18), we consider two other schedulers: the original
CSMA scheduling algorithm in the IEEE 802.11 protocol
and the queueing-length based scheduling algorithm, which
sets the TA of link l as ρl [t] = QueLENl [t]. Supposing
that all of the flows are active from 0 sec to 3000 sec, Fig.
5 compares the performance of the TCP-Reno, TCP-Vegas,
FAST-TCP and QUIC-TCP (with ρ = 0.5) under
different
CSMA schedulers. Besides aggregate throughput s xs , we
adopt the
Jain’s index to measure the fairness [30]:
well-known
(
x s )2
,
where
|S| denotes the number of flows.2 In
F = |S| s (x
2
s)

s
addition, we present the resultant s ps log xs (i.e., objective
of (2)) for different schemes. Per Theorem 1, the QUIC-TCP
produces the optimal (i.e., p-weighted proportionally fair) x∗
for (2), only under the proposed scheduler (18). This is corrob2 As we have |S| = 4, this index ranges from 0.25 (most unfair) to 1 (most
fair).
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satisfy the sufficient and necessary KKT optimality conditions,
it implies that they are the optimal solutions of (2) and
the corresponding optimal dual variables. Furthermore, we
can follow the similar lines of [24] to show the uniqueness
of mapping from w∗ to x∗ under (11)–(14). Due to this
uniqueness, as well as the existence and uniqueness of x∗
for (2), it then follows that the optimal window equilibrium
w ∗ always exists, and it is unique.

QUIC

Fig. 5. Comparison for TCP performance under different schedulers (ns-2
simulation).

orated by Fig. 5 (top)
 where QUIC-TCP, with this scheduler,
leads to a good balance
yields the highest s ps log xs . This
between the aggregate throughput
s xs and the fairness
among flows. Compare it to the results under the original and
queue-length based CSMA schedulers. It is found in Fig. 5
(middle) that the aggregate throughput is 70 packets/ms for
QUIC-TCP with the proposed scheduler, which is larger than
that (67 packets/ms) under the original scheduler, and smaller
than that (75 packets/s) under queue-length based schedulers.
On the other hand, the Jain’s fairness index is F = 0.99
under the queueing-delay based scheduler, which improves
significantly over those (0.85 and 0.50) under original and
queue-length based schedulers; see Fig. 5 (bottom). FASTTCP has a similar performance as that of QUIC-TCP under
different schedulers. The aggregate throughputs of TCP-Vegas
and TCP-Reno may be slightly larger than that of QUIC-TCP;
however, their Jain’s fairness is clearly smaller. For instance,
under the queueing-delay based scheduler, the Jain’s indices
for TCP-Vegas and TCP-Reno are 0.53 and 0.35, respectively.
V. C ONCLUSION
We developed joint TCP congestion control and CSMA
scheduling schemes for Internet traffic over distributed multihop wireless links without the need of explicit message passing. The proposed schemes are readily deployed for practical
networks. Global convergence/stability of these schemes to
optimal network equilibrium was proven using the Lyapunov
method in the idealized network fluid model. Performance of
the proposed schemes in practical networks was evaluated by
simulations.
A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
At the equilibrium v = 0 with the proposed QUIC-TCP, we
have ws∗ − x∗s ds − ps = 0; on the other hand, it follows from
the fluid model identity (10) that ws∗ = x∗s (ds + q s ∗ ). Hence,
we readily have ps = x∗s q s∗ , ∀s. This is exactly the KKT
condition (3), if we let the optimal dual vector λ∗ ≡ q ∗ . With
this equivalence mapping, the fluid model identities (11)–(12),
together with (13)–(14) under the proposed CSMA scheduling,
also become the KKT conditions (4)–(7). Since x∗ , u∗ and q ∗

B. Proof of Lemma 1
From (13), we find the partial derivative: ∀n ∈ Lw ,

bn rni exp( l [ql bl rli ])
∂ui (q)
= 

j
∂qn
j exp(
l [ql bl rl ])



exp( l [ql bl rli ]) j [bn rnj exp( l ql bl rlj )]
−


[ j exp( l [ql bl rlj ])]2


 bn j [rnj exp( l [ql bl rlj ])] 
i
= bn ui (q)rn − ui (q)


j
j  exp( l [ql bl rl ])
= ui (q)(bn rni − Rn ).
It in turn follows from (14) that: ∀l, n ∈ Lw ,
 ∂ui (q) 

∂Rl
= bl
rli = bl
[ui (q)(bn rni − Rn )rli ]
∂qn
q
n
i
i


i i
= bl bn
[ui (q)rl rn ] − bl ( [ui (q)rli ])Rn
= bl bn

i


i



[ui (q)rli rni ] − ( [ui (q)rli ])( [ui (q)rni ]) .

i

i

i

(19)

Suppose that there are I + 1 ISs for the given conflict graph
G of the wireless links. Recall that there is always an 0th IS,
r 0 = [0 0 . . . 0]T . This implies that
I


[ui (q)rli rni ] =

i=0
I

i=0

I


[ui (q)rli rni ],

i=1

[ui (q)rli ] =

I


[ui (q)rli ];

i=1

i.e., we can omit i = 0 for the summations in (19).
Define a vector μ := [u1 (q) . . . uI (q)]T , a diagonal matrix
U := diag(μ), and let matrix Υ := [r 1 . . . rI ]T collect the
IS vectors for the given conflict graph of wireless links. Note
that u0 (q) and r 0 are not included in the vector and matrices.
Furthermore, let b := {bl , ∀l ∈ Lw } and B := diag(b). Using
μ, Υ, and B, it then follows from (19) that the Jacobian
l
matrix J R|qw = { ∂R
∂qn , ∀l, n} is given by:
J R|qw = B T ΥT U ΥB − B T ΥT μμT ΥB
= B T ΥT (U − μμT )ΥB.
By the definitions of μ and U , we have:
⎡
−u1 u2
u1 (1 − u1 )
⎢ −u2 u1
u
(1 − u2 )
2
⎢
U −μμT = ⎢
..
..
⎣
.
.
−uI u1
−uI u2

(20)

···
···
..
.

−u1 uI
−u2 uI
..
.

···

uI (1 − uI )

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
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Now check the diagonal dominance of matrix U − μμT :
For each row i,
I


|ui (1 − ui )| −

I


| − ui uj | = ui (1 − ui )−

j=i,j=1

ui uj

j=i,j=1

= ui (1 −

I


Then overall we have:
 f

0
AB
=
J
AB J x|w =
x|w
0
Aw
B
:= N J q B |w

1




j

e

j
l [ql bl rl ]

uj ) = u1 u0 > 0,

(21)

> 0 and ui =



e

j

i
l [ql bl rl ]

j
[ql bl r ]
l
l
e

> 0.

Since the symmetric U − μμT is strictly diagonally dominant with positive diagonal entries, it is positive definite.
Recall that the I × |Lw | matrix Υ must have full column
rank, i.e., rank(Υ) = |Lw |, since it always contains the |Lw |
standard basis vectors ri = ei , i = 1, . . . , |Lw |. Because B is
a |Lw | × |Lw | diagonal matrix with positive diagonals, matrix
ΥB has full column rank. By (20), the positive definiteness
of U − μμT then readily implies that of J R|qw .

(N + AB D̄

−1

C. Proof of Theorem 2
We say a link is a “bottleneck” if the aggregate rate through
it is equal to its capacity. For a given w, let B denote the set of
bottleneck links. Denote AB as the sub-matrix of A obtained
by keeping only the rows that correspond to bottleneck links,
and q B , cB , and RB are the corresponding sub-vectors of q, c,
and R for bottleneck links. Define the diagonal matrices X :=
¯
diag(x), W := diag(w), D := diag(d), and D̄ := diag(d)
¯
¯
where d := {ds , ∀s}. Recalling that all non-bottleneck links
have zero queueing delays, we can rewrite (10) in the matrix
form:
X(ATB q B + d) = w.
(22)
As with [22], suppose first that w is an “interior” point,
where the set B remains unchanged within a small neighborhood such that the mapping F : w → (x, q) is differentiable.
¯ Differentiating both sides of (22)
Note that ATB q B + d = d.
with respect to w yields:
D̄J x|w + XATB J q B |w = I

(23)

where I denotes identity matrix, and J denotes the Jacobian
matrix (of x or q B over w). Multiplying both sides of (23)
−1
by AB D̄ , we further have:
−1

J q B |w

J RB |qw
B

XATB )J q B |w = AB D̄

XATB J q B |w = AB D̄

−1

.

(24)

Partition the bottleneck-only routing matrix AB and queueing delay vector q B into two parts:
 f
 f
AB
q
AB =
,
qB = B
Aw
qw
B
B
where fB and w
B denote the parts related to the wired and wireless bottleneck links, respectively. For the wired bottleneck
links, it holds AfB x = cB ; thus AfB J x|w = 0. For wireless
bottleneck links, Aw
B x = RB implies:
]J q B |w .
Aw
B J x|w = J RB |w = [0 J RB |qw
B

−1

.

is positive definite from Lemma 1 (or it is 0
Since J RB |qw
B
if there are no wireless bottlenecks), the matrix N is clearly
−1
positive semi-definite. As AB D̄ XATB is positive definite;
−1
so is N + AB D̄ XATB . It follows that:
J q B |w = (N + AB D̄

−1

XATB )−1 AB D̄

−1

.

Substituting the latter into (23), we further obtain:
J x|w = D̄

−1

(I − XATB (N + AB D̄

−1

XATB )−1 AB D̄

−1

).

Use the convenient notation:
M := ATB (N + AB D̄

AB J x|w + AB D̄



0

It then follows from (24) that:

j=1

since u0 =
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−1

XATB )−1 AB .

It is clear that the matrix M is positive semi-definite and
−1
−1
J x|w = D̄ (I − XM D̄ ).
For the QUIC-TCP algorithms (15), consider a function:

2
1
vs
Y (w) =
.
(25)
2
(ws )ρ
s∈S

Define diagonal matrices V := diag(v) and P := diag(p).
At an interior point w, we have:
  ∂Y dws (t)
d
Y (w(t)) =
dt
∂ws dt
s




 vs ∂(vs /wρ )

dws (t)
s
=
wsρ
∂ws
dt

s
s

= −κv W −ρ [W −ρ J v|w − ρW −ρ−1 V ]D D̄
T

−1

W −2ρ+1 v

= −κvT [W −2ρ (I − DJ x|w ) − ρW −2ρ−1
× (W − DD̄

−1

= −κvT [W −2ρ (I − DD̄
× (W − DD̄

W − P )]D D̄

−1

−1

(I − XM D̄

W − P )]D D̄

= −κvT [(1 − ρ)W −2ρ (I − D D̄
+ ρW −2ρ−1 P D D̄
+ W −2ρ+1 DD̄
−1

−2

−1

−1

−1

−1

−1

)DD̄

W −2ρ+1 v
)) − ρW −2ρ−1

W −2ρ+1 v

−1

W −2ρ+1

W −2ρ+1

M D̄

−2

DW −2ρ+1 ]v.

(26)

Since (I − D D̄ ) is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative
entries, M is positive semi-definite, and all W , D, D̄ and
P are diagonal matrices with positive diagonal entries, it is
easy to see that the whole matrix inside the square bracket
of (26) is positive definite for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. This implies that
dY (w(t))/dt < 0, i.e., Y (w(t)) is strictly decreasing in t, at
all interior points, unless v = 0.
For the “boundary” (i.e., non-interior) points, we can extend
the definition of J x|w as a function of direction d, since
the right-hand directional derivative of x(w) is always welldefined for an arbitrary direction d. With this extension, we
can follow the similar lines in the proof of [22, Theorem 5]
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to argue that Y (w(t)) is strictly decreasing in t at boundary
points, unless v = 0.
We have shown that Y (w(t)) is a nonnegative Lyapunov
function with a globally negative time derivative. The unique
equilibrium v = 0 of the system (15) is thus globally
asymptotically stable for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.
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